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Editor..................Dan "The Stork" Roddick
Assoc. Editor...........Gary Seubert
Southern Editors........Tom Monroe, Mike Collins
Western Editor . . . . ......Tom McRann
Mid—Western Editor......Bruce P. Koger
Canadian Editors........Ken Westerfield, Jim Kenner
Golf Editor.............Scott Dickson
Editorial Office........Flying Disc World

P.O. Box 101 R.C.M.H.C.
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854
(201) 564-4390

Subscriptions..... . . . . ..$3.00/year (6 issues)
-

Feb., Apr., June, Aug., Oct., Dec.
Make checks payable to Daniel Roddick

Photography.............Cover — Ruth Orkin
Appeared in her one-woman show at Nikon House

in New York '

Article Submission......Deadline for next issue — July 3lst.

You may note the inclusion of our first game editor. Scott has

taken on disc golf because we both feel that the game is beginning an

upsurge which will require particularly active reporting. Also, we

welcome Tom and Mike of Florence, Alabama as our Southern editors. The

South is bound to rise and those of you who have met these guys know

they are on the disc.

One other small point: If you read FDW regularly and your name is
not on the subscription list, please subscribe. The cost is not that
great and it will definitely help strengthen our clout with potential
advertisers. With your help, this sophisticated and well written
journal (cleverly disguised as a cheap mimeographed rip-off) will grow

and flourish. Stork

FLYING DISC TRIVIA QUIZ

Question #1

Take the total age of the Library Bar starting team at IFT 17; add

the mold # of the special run pro made for Ann Arbor; divide by the
number of times "Wham—O" appears on a third period Pluto Platter; add

the number of time outs allowed per team in Ultimate; subtract the num-

ber of cents deposit on the Frisbie tin; multiply by the number of apes

appearing on the Amsun Planet of the Apes disc; add the number of players
currently holding "world" distance titles.

Breakdown of the answer and Question #2 will appear in the next
issue.
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BALLET'S USEFULNESS FOR FRISBEE*PLAYERS

by Mark Danna, WCFM

Certain easy-moving and graceful athletes have been likened to
ballet dancers: a basketball star seemingly suspends himself in mid-
air to arc the ball in from the corner; a soccer player like Pélé nimbly
side-steps several defense men while controlling the ball and maintaining
his balance, and then with a crisp upsweep of his leg, launches the ball
into the far upper corner of the net. The beauty in watching them de-
rives from the economy of their movements. They expend the least amount
of energy necessary to complete their work, not taking extra steps or
staying off balance too long or wasting time. They time their shifts of
weight, (balance) so that we sense a flow of uninterrupted movement.
Those who flow the most have the greatest control--they make the diffi-
cult seem easy.

Ballet dancers also make the difficult look easy, but unlike athletes,it is mandatory they do so. Ballet differs from sports chiefly in that
the beauty of the movement is the primary concern, not the catching of a
ball or disc, or the scoring of a goal. Unlike athletes, ballet dancers
are not allowed to display their exertion. Their art depends on masking
their effort, on creating the illusion of effortlessness. Sports fans
admire the athlete's exertion; the dance audience admires the dancer's
seemingly lack of exertion; both admire control.

The ballet dancer acquires his control from rigorous, disciplined
training over several years: at least one 1% hour class daily, pre-
ferably two, sometimes three; a six-day week all year long; no lengthy
vacations. A typical day for a corps member of a major ballet company
is a morning class, two to five hours afternoon rehearsal, and a per-
formance at night. Tiring? Yes.

The daily class consists of three sections: barre work, center
(adagio) work, and across the floor (allegro) work. The barre, a long
cylindrical piece of wood fastened to the floor and mirrors at a height
between hip and shoulder level, is used to press against with one hand
while one executes a battery of exercises designed to improve posture
and to develop strength (especially in the legs and torso), flexibility,
musicality, and coordination of the various body parts. The center work
is directly related to the barre work, but is done without an aid to
balance (i.e. no barre). It is slow and controlled. The final part of
class, the across-the-floor work, includes faster, space-covering steps
such as leaps and turns in the air. The barre work consumes about half
the class, the center work is shorter than the barre, and the quick
across-the-floor work takes even less time. You can't be fancy and fast
until you've mastered the slow and controlled.

*Frisbee is a registered T.M. of the Wham-O Mfg. Co.



Naturally, a discipline that improves flexibility, posture, music-ality (timing, phrasing, and breathing), coordination, and develops
strength is going to help an athlete or anyone interested in movement.
Taking ballet probably won't cause any miracles, but it can help your
Frisbee, free—style, or guts.

First, ballet improves posture. Perfect posture occurs when the
head, chest, hips, knees, and feet form a straight line. It entails
keeping one's weight in one's toes so that one can move as quickly as
possible in any direction, including up and down. If the body is per-fectly aligned, less energy and time are required for making a movement
(which requires a shift of balance) because an unaligned body must either
align itself first before making the same movement or must move un-
smoothly or take more time to stabilize the balance after the move. So
a guts player or free—styler who has better posture will be able to move
quicker, react better--an obvious advantage. '

A ballet dancer works to strengthen and lengthen his muscles and
to get greater flexibility in his joints, particularly in the hip sockets
which then allows such movements as splits, a handy free—style Frisbee
addition. Strength in the inner thigh muscles promotes greater jumping
(verticle movement) and leaping (horizontal movement), abilities which ,

allow one to stay in the air longer and make one more pleasing to watch.
A long space-covering leap where one catches a Frisbee underneath a
straight, forward extended leg while seemingly suspended is especially
pleasing.

Although in ballet the law of gravity may seem momentarily repealed,
Newton's second law stays in effect: for every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction. One must be aware that to move in one direction
one must prepare by first moving opposite the desired direction. To
jump up, one does not throw one's body up, one pushes one's feet down.
Ignorance of this physical law is a primary reason Frisbee players and
others do not jump higher and more gracefully. They are working against
their bodies and physical laws. Again, posture is important also; the
more aligned the body over the toes the greater the ability to jump
higher.

Also, to jump higher it is best to exhale as you push your toes
down. If you hold your breath or inhale when you jump, you trap air in
your body and create tension. The more tension, the less flexibility
and grace. Exhaling releases tension, lightens your body, and allows
you to defy gravity more.

Ballet can also make a Frisbee player more graceful. The smoother
the lines of your body and the smoother the movement, the more graceful
you are. Straight lines are preferable to angles. For example, the
straighter your legs in a leap (i.e. not bent knees) the more pleasing
the image. And becoming aware of completing a movement, not being
simply content with making the catch, can add to your grace. A landing
after a leap is at least as important as the leap itself. A huge leap,
followed by a graceless landing, demonstrates lack of control and is
very disturbing. Also, one must be aware of timing, making one's move-
ments flow to a personal rhythm. Just as there should be no jerks in
the body, there should be none in the movement. Timing is a matter of
knowing when you have to be where and then doing it.

u
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I've spoken of ballet's advantages to a Frisbee player: improved
posture, flexibility, and strength, greater awareness of breathing,
timing, and the law of opposites; all leading to greater coordination
and gracefulness. Mostly I've talked of improving leaps and jumps,
obvious free—style necessities. But there are disadvantages.

Running is bad for a ballet dancer as it overdevelops the outer
thighs; bulging thighs in dancing are not pleasing aesthetically. Also,
a ballet dancer works for turned-out hips while running forces the hips
to be turned in. Since ballet won't develp strong running, you'll simply
have to keep running on your own.

Another disadvantage is possible loss of power. Ballet exercises
work for the removal of tension from the body, whereas weight lifting
exercises, for example, work to build in tension for greater strength.
Ballet attempts to free the tension from the upper back, and Frisbee,
because of the snap on a throw, tightens the back. The more tension,
the more energy generated from its release, and consequently the more
power.

However, loss of power will occur only after several years of rig-
orous, correct ballet training. A few ballet lessons or many lessons
over several months are not about to remove the sting from a well-thrown
guts thumber. But classes will give the player a sense of how much
coordination his body is capable of, and of how much hard work is ne-
cessary to achieve that coordination. And,if a player sticks with ballet,
he may decide the improved posture, flexibility, and coordination are '

worth a loss of some power. One may need to decide whether one is
willing to sacrifice perhaps 20 yards on a distance throw or some split
seconds on a guts throw in order that one's body may contain less ten— "

sion and consequently feel more relaxed. It's worth considering.

Should you feel you'd like to explore ballet, do a few things:
(l) Get rid of any ideas that ballet isn't manly. The discipline is
at least as demanding as that of basketball and soccer. A number of
football coaches, high school and college, have sent players to ballet
classes to increase strength and flexibility and to improve coordination
and timing. (2) Don't get uptight about tights. They're worn because
they're flexible and allow you and your teacher to see the muscles
working. Besides tights, get ballet slippers, a T—shirt, and a dance
belt, a kind of glorified jock strap. Total bill should be twenty
dollars or so. Like sports, good equipment is necessary. Also like
sports, don't buy the most expensive equipment until you're sure you're
willing to devote yourself. (3) Find a good teacher. Ask around,
ask a girlfriend or kid sister, or check the listings in the back of
Dance Magazine (a national publication), or write me and I'll check for
teachers in your area. (4) Go consistently. Classes are usually
cheaper that way for one thing, and secondly, you improve only by doing
ballet over and over and over. You can't rush changing your body. Be

patient and don't give yourself excuses for skipping classes like, "I'm
too tired after work." Just go. Start with once or twice a week.
(5)Remember you have nothing to lose but possible inhibitions about
dance and ugly fat. And it'S likely you'll meet some attractive women

as well, who are usually pleased to find a man willing to try something
most men won't try. (6) If you need any advice or suggestions on

studying ballet or combining it with Frisbee, feel free to write me at
175 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York, lOOll. Also, any comments on

this article would be appreciated. Thanks.



ON "BRUSH TIPPING," "FEEDING," 0R “GUIDING”

by Bruce P. Koger, W.C.F.M.

This season, I have added a new move to my freestyling, which
like foot-tipping, I have been working on and using quite a bit. This
move delights me when it comes off right and I'd like to share it with
the readers. I've suggested three descriptive names for it in the
title, as, to begin with it is a kind of tip. Only instead of tipping
the disc in the center on a vertical plane it is tipped at the outer
edge or rim on a more or less horizontal plane. (The reason for saying
"more or less" will be explained later.) Further, when you tip the
disc in a vertical plane as with a hand, elbow, head, knee, or foot tip,
you try to leave as much rotation as possible, or even add to the ro-
tation; but I've found that in tipping the disc on a horizontal plane
it is helpful to slow down the rotation somewhat to make the final
catch easier.

What is happening, then, is that you're using some of the rotation
of the disc to "feed" or "guide" the disc in the direction you want it
to go. As you use this rotation from the disc, the disc slows down.
Assuming then, a right-handed backhand throw, the disc will be rotating
clockwise. As it comes in, this throw will have to be guided or fed
from left to right. Now it can be done in front of you or behind you
and it can be done at any height or depth you can reach. The greater
the distance you're guiding the disc from one hand to the other, the
greater the difficulty, and hence, the greater the challenge. Also,
whether or not you can see to where you're feeding the disc has some—

thing to do with it.
If, say, the disc is coming in to you at waist level and you wish

to feed it behind your back, you allow the disc to just pass by you on
your left side. You allow for the speed at which the disc is travelling
and rotating and make contact with it on the rim by brushing it and
allowing it to deflect off your left hand directly across your back to
where you have positioned your right hand, whereupon you snag that baby.
As to the place on the disc where you make contact with it and deflect
or brush it, it is approximately where "7" would be if the disc were
a clock, taken from the direction of its flight path. If the disc is
rotating counter—clockwise, it has to be fed from right to left and
you brush it then at about the position of the "5"; it has to do with
tangents to circles and vectors if you ‘re hip to them. It could be
computed exactly by mathematics as to where the disc would end up after
being deflected if you knew at what speed the disc was travelling and
rotating and at what point it met the deflecting object.

I would like to add that the "feed" can be used in co—op tipping
as well. Here, however, you can use even more parts of your body as
deflectors. And if you are receiving a throw that allows you to feed
it somewhat back up into the air as well as across (this is why I said
"more or less" horizontal before), that is so much the better as it
will allow your partner more time to get under it as it comes back
down. Also, this move can be used after a tip or a series of vertical
tips where as the disc is coming down after the last tip,and still has
some rotation on it I might add, it is brushed across for a feed.



And it is in this light, in noting the growing need of a vocabulary
for co—opers to relay a message to their partners as to what moves they
were going to do with the disc before they passed it along, I fantasized
co—opers saying such things as, "Feed of my handl", or "Feed off my

chestl", or "Guide off my headl", or "Brush off my ass!" and so on.

The two feeds I've gotten into the most are behind my back at waist
level and under my left leg (this is almost the same as between—the—

legs from the rear). One of the most difficult has been the behing—the-
head or neck feed. A variation of the feed I would like to mention at
this point is "The Crawl" or "Crawling Catch" which would be a front
version where the disc meets your left hand and travels up and across
your left arm and chest and then down your right arm to your hand,
where you snag it as it's going by. The analog of this in the Roller
Shot would be where it crawled up your leg and torso, and then perhaps
across your shoulder,and then perhaps down an arm. This could lead
to some interesting things if several people were receiving a throw
with interlocked arms and the disc just crawled along a series of
people!

So, there it is Friends: "The Feed," or "The Guide." Or, call it
what you will. In fact, whatever feedback you, the reader, have on

this article I would love to hear. I'm up for communicating now, more

than ever.

This move, like any freestyle throw or catch, can be too much if
over used. But the delight I spoke of earlier comes from a syncopation
feeling of contact with the disc as it comes in to your hand. Rather
than must a "THUD" as it hits your hand, there's a "thud-THUD"--with
the accent on the second syllable, coming just an instant afterwards
and being, in many cases, much firmer as that is when the disc is
caught and held; whereas the initial contact is only brief and passing.
That's what I wanted to say. I have a friend who has an artificial
left arm/hand who I showed this move to and now when I toss him back-
hand floaters he guides the disc with his left hook around his back to
his right hand-—he thanked me immensely.

In any event (be it M.T.A., Freestyle, Guts, or T.R.C.), it adds
a nice variation. A steady diet of it would be too much as I said be-
fore, just like if someone stood there and constantly threw you roller
shots you'd begin to tire of it and wonder what was going on. But it
adds a little extra something——a little spice to the catch. Try it and

let me know how you like it.
Good throws and catches to everyone. OM
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FIRST INTERCOLLEGIATE ULTIMATE FRISBEE CHAMPIONSHIPS

Rutgers captured its second consecutive national title and continued
its unbeaten string on the weekend of April 25-27 at New Haven. Upset of
the weekend was RPI's win over Hampshire in the semifinals.



lst Round Rutgers 33 Cornell 22 Hampshire 33 RPI 33
» Tufts l0 Webb 19 Princeton l9 Yale 26 (OT)

2nd Round Rutgers 30 RPI 28
Cornell 12 Hampshire 27

Final Rutgers 26
RPI 23

OCTAD REPORT

By The Stork

In late May of l968 we held the Pennsylvania Open Frisbee Champion-
ships at Millersville State College. Several local papers covered the
story and Wham-O sent a case of pros. IFA news covered the event and
our dream was that the day of the meet would bring a host of unknown
talent, preferably from far distant places. Alas, only one of the
twenty entrants was a new face and he wasn't too good. We left the
field that day feeling really empty and isolated. Those days are what
make tournaments mean so much to me. It is always an unbelievable rush
to see all that talent come together from such distance, and the locals
always get the best feeling of seeing the rest arrive to play their
golf course or use their favorite jamming area. Anyway, so much for
the emotional impact of Octad—-some facts.

It is getting big! Last year we had thirty entrants. Octad '75
boasted 65 entrants. What about next year? We do not have a large
organization at Rutgers. It was almost more than we could handle this
year and next year could be 100 plus entrants! One way of changing the
event is to cut the number of attempts, but we are committed to a

player's meet in which the best possible performances are produced. We

dropped the time consuming head—to—head events (Eastern Trick Catch and
Court) and moved the accuracy indoors to buy time this year. We hate
to go to fewer events (Septad?), so we must go to more days. Next year
we will try a three day format, hoping that the change will lessen the
pressure produced by time shortage in Octad '75. Let us know what you
think.

THE RESULTS

Maximum Time Aloft (heavy wind)
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Dave used his super distance backhand to win his first major MTA

event. Favorite, Kirkland, had big wind problems with too light a disc

Dave Johnson ll.0 (new Octad record)
Irv Kalb 10.8
Bruce Koger 10.6
John Connelly 10.0
Dan Roddick 9.8



Throw,
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Run, & Catch (heavy wind)

John Kirkland 169 ft. (new Octad & World Record)
Mark Danna 161 ft.
John Connelly 148 ft.
Ken Westerfield 146 ft.
Doug McCrae 144 ft.

Probably the most exciting field event of the day——Sun Ray Hawk
dropped at least two that were way out. John's throw was in the air so
long that he was trotting in for the catch. John was the only individual
'74 event champ to retain his title.

Freestyle (strong wind)

10'
2O
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Wind conditions brought the throws up and made delicate work diffi-
cult, especially after the long winter working in dead gym air. The

Dan Roddick
Victor Malafronte
Ken Westerfield
Irv Kalb
Kerry Kollmar

x@xx@

00000
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(Ave. score on l0 pt. scale)

wind worked well, however, for lifting and air brushing.

Trick Throw Accuracy (indoors) (20 total attempts from lq 2Q 3Q 40 yds.)
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Ken was really hot, relying heavily on sidearms, under the leg, and

Ken Westerfield
Mark Danna
John Connelly
Ed Headrick
Irv Kalb
David Perell

\l\l\l\l®\O

(Hits) 3

behind the back. He also had some really long hits.

Distance
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Not noted as a distance thrower, Doug uncorked a triple inflection

Doug Corea
Dave Johnson
Peter Bloeme
Victor Malafronte
John Cohn

333 ft.
3

2
275

throw to join the Gridiron Club

O7 ft.
294 ft.

83 ft.
ft
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Accuracy (indoors) (20 total attempts from l0,20,30,40 yds.)
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Ed Headrick l2 (Hits)
John Sappington 12
Dave Meyer ll
Glenn Arnesen ll
Jim Morse ll
John Connelly ll
Victor Malafronte ll

O.K., I listed Steady as a tongue—in-cheek favorite for this event.

I, like many others, was very impressed. Poor "Dr. I."--lost his
accuracy crown and has to listen to Budda recount his finish all year.

Golf (36 holes) (light breeze)

ubJ>n§l\)l\)i-'

Victor Malafronte -19
Mark Danna -17
Irv Kalb . —l7
Dan Roddick -16
John Connelly -16
John Kirkland -16

played a lot of golf; too much probably. Look for l8 holes next
We

year. Vic was super accurate using the widest range of deliveries of

any leading golfer.

Disca (1 mile run)

1S
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thon

Tom Gockel 6:l0.4
Mark Danna
Alan Blake
Jim Scala
John Connelly

A controversial event! Fun in retrospect, I think. Connelly had

locked up ‘till he missed a marked tree and dropped to fifth. Word

this year's IFT may be a combined title Guts & Team Discathon.

OCTAD '75 OVERALL FINSIH

John Connelly 127.5 7. Ken Westerfield 75,5

Victor Malafronte 112.5 8. Ray Muller 53,5

Mark Danna 100.0 9. Doug Corea 54,0

Irv Kalb 95.5 l0. Dave Johnson 49_Q

John Kirkland 90.5 ll. Peter Bloeme 44_Q

Dan Roddick 80.0 12. Jim Scala 43.0
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13. John Sappington 42.0 27. Jim Morse 23.0
14. Bruce Koger 41.0 28. Scott Dickson 20.5
15. Alan Blake 41.0 29. Kevin Harper 20.0
16. Stu Case 40.1 29. Tom Gockel 20.0
17. Doug McCrae 39.5 31. Tom Monroe 19.0
18. Kerry Kollmar 38.0 31. Glenn Arnesen 19.0
19. Ed Headrick 36.0 33. Ronnie Dorn 18.0
20. Paul Clark 28.0 34. Bob Eberle 16.5
21. Dave Perell 27.0 34. Dan Doyle 16.5
22. John Rzepka 26.5 36. John Cohn 16.0
23. Don Cain 25.0 37. Mike Sahm 13.6
24. Ed Summers 24.5 38. Dave Leiwant
24. Dave Meyer 24.5 39. Mike Collins
26. Steve Lyons 23.5 40. John Schaberg

\l®\O

III
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Octad is billed as an overall individual event and John Connelly
certainly filled the bill. Against a really strong field he finished
no worse than eighth (interestingly enough in distance, one of his
specialties). I was particularly pleased to see John win since he fin-
ished second in both events at last year's Rose Bowl event. When his
Octad performance is tied with his enviable Guts record and the obvious
talent he has shown in the few times he has played Ultimate, it is clear
that he is one of the very best all-around players ever. Victor also
demonstrated his consistancy of excellence finishing second for the
second year in a row. Another interesting sidelight is the finish of
the two finest junior players in the country. Peter Bloeme and Jim
Scala finished one point apart at eleventh and twelfth. Some of you ~

might notice that you finished one place below the number on your medal.
My sixth place was overlooked in the shuffle before the awards ceremony.
Keep the medal-—we won't tell your friends. '

The team title went to Rutgers Flying Disc Society (henceforth to
appear as New Jersey Plastic Exchange) through the efforts of Kalb,
Roddick, Scala, and Case. There was a tie for second between the
coastal powers BFG and Central Park Flyers. Behind them finished the
Humblies and Rochester Frisbee.

THE AIR ACES HOST THEIR FIRST TOURNAMENT

by Bruce P. Koger, W.C.F.M.

ROCHESTER, MICH. - On June 7, 1975, the disc enthusiasts of the
Detroit area (formerly the WABX Air Aces), after putting in a lot of
work (more than 50 hours) on their originally planned tourney site
and then having it cancelled, secured another site at Stony Creek
Park just outside of Rochester, Mich. I found the Air Aces to be a

fine group of people who did all the work necessary to ensure a good
time was had by all. They had good publicity and did draw people
from many other areas. And, with genuine warmth, they personally
thanked everyone for coming to their tourney and let everyone know
they were glad they could make it.
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As I understand it, the Air Aces were especially wanting the

Library Bar to be there. They wanted a chance to challenge them for
their title. My team, the Flying Disc World Gods, drew our first
match against the Library. We played well, but the Library won 2l-l3.
We found them to be just as good as ever. They are so tight that if
they want a particular person to make the next throw, they just deflect
it with such control that they bobble it over that person to make the
catch!

After the first guts rounds, the individual events were held.
M.T.A. saw the biggest upset. Stan Korth, of Wilmette, Ill., got off
three fantastic throws in the qualifying round, two of which he caught
for 11.6 sec. and ll.l sec. The top five then threw for the final
round. And it was here that John Sappington got off a 9.1 sec. to get
first place. The accuracy event was the type I really enjoy. It con-
sisted of short range at double hula hoops worth two points per hit,
medium range at concentric squares on the ground, the center square
being worth six points and a long range golf hole, the score for which
was subtracted from the points scored in short and medium range.

The Guts Finals were between Diamond Mike's and The Library Bar.
I saw Bob Hansen as fast and hard as ever in both throwing and catching.
On one occasion in that game, he came from one side of the line all the
way across to catch a deflection on a perfectly timed dive about two
feet off the ground.

After the tournament, there was a party at a 400-acre farm where
some friends of the Air Aces live (the original tournament site.) Most
of the partying was in a huge barn where a band played and great food
was served. Many people were astonished at the prodigous drinking
capacity of the Canadians. There was ample room for camping, where I
found there were many mosquitoes, as nearby there were two small lakes
and swampy territory. On Sunday at noon, many people turned out to
play the 18-hole golf course that covers a lot of ground, including two
water hazards around the lakes. John Kirkland shot a brilliant 50 (26
and 24) to win that trophy. After the golf round, all who were left
freestyled for about two hours, and then most people had to start leaving

The Results (Trophies given to first place winners only in each
event.):

EVENTS

Guts First Second
Womens The Windy City Women The Air Aces
Mens The Library Bar Guts Team Diamond Mike's

' John Hodges (see last issue)
Bob Hansen
Bill Hodges (cousin)

M.T.A. John Sappington (9.1 sec.)
Accuracy Gus Winehart (of Toronto)(l3 points)
Distance John Kirkland (91.1 meters)
Golf — 18-hole John Kirkland (50)
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The Air Aces are a growing group of fine people. Their first tourna-
ment was a success and they plan to do it again. They can be reached at
Air Aces H.Q., 121 E. University, Rochester, Mich. 48063. Send them
Good Energy through your thoughts, too. Have a ball with a disc. OM

TWO GROUPS OF ACES COOKING IN MIDWEST — THE

2ND ANNUAL HIGHLAND AVE. ACES OUTDOOR

INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT REPORT

by Bruce Koger, W.C.F.M.

On Saturday, May 17, 1975 at Gilson Park in Wilmette, Illinois,
the Highland Ave. Aces hosted their Outdoor Invitational Tourney.
According to Tom Cleworth, spokesperson for the Aces, there were 60+

entrants with 16 teams entered in their 3-Person Guts Category. No

Upper Peninsula Teams were there, and there were fewer Humblies than
usual. The weather, in any event, was really there,as it was a great
day.

And on Saturday, June 7, 1975, the Air Aces of Rochester, Michigan,
will be hosting a similar tourney which I hope to be covering on behalf
of Flying Disc World. This leads me to say that there's real value to
tournaments of this level because they provide all players with more
options as to which ones during the year the individual player can
attend. Obviously, due to time, travel expense, and many other factors,
people opt out of going to money tournaments. And besides, a tourna-
ment of any nature is always a place where an exchange of information
and ideas takes place according to the openness of the individuals
involved.

THE RESULTS

EVENT Air Aces Green Highland Ave. Aces I Highland Ave. Aces

3-Man Tom Field Tom Cleworth Dave Bradshaw
_Guts Bob McCartney Rich Murphy Stan Korth

Ron "the Mystery Man" Jim Rothing John Connelly

Distance John Kirkland John Connelly
NO

Accuracy John Connelly Jim Morse
3rd

M.T.A. John Kirkland (9.5sec) Mark Banghart

Dave Bradshaw, in further reflection of the Highland Ave. Aces
Tourney, stated that they hope to have two tourneys per year from now

on. But things like this do take some money. Dave said he was thank-
ful to the Wilmette Park District for space, trophies, and use of their
equipment. But still in all,the Aces lost some money on the deal. Wham—O

also provided a case of hot—stamp rejects. It shows the amount of or-
ganization it takes for a tourney of intermediate proportions-—the Air
Aces Tourney is expected to be about twice as big as this one was. More
on that in the next issue. Sail Well.
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Many people in the San Francisco area have been involved in the
"Save Our School Sports" program. It is a group of different fund-
raising projects whose proceeds go directly to the city's public school
system to provide essential extra-curricular activities, including all
sports. The area's professional sports teams and businesses have con-
tributed; some of the more serious Frisbee players have been involved
in a Frisbee Jamboree to raise money for the S.O.S.S. program. Tom

McRann, Dave Zouzounis, Ray Muller, Paul Clark, Bob Taverna, and Mike
Schneider have been working promoting the program and demonstrating at
public schools and for the Boy Scouts at their annual jamboree. They
have also provided instruction to the students, and worked with some
of the Phys Ed teachers who will be organizing local tournaments at
each school.

Central Park Flyers and New Jersy Plastic Exchange plan a meet at
Central Park in a new competitive format designed to appeal to specta-
tors. The meet consists of a twenty minute Ultimate game, distance,
accuracy, MTA, and TRC. Each of the teams fields four members in each
individual event and the total of their efforts constitutes the team
score. It is hoped that spectators will identify with the local team
and that the action will move quickly enough to hold their interest.

On Friday, May 2, 1975, the San Jose Earthquakes of the North
American Soccer League had an excellent halftime show of Freestyle
Frisbee and MTA, with 150 discs launched into the audience of 18,000
at Spartan Stadium in San Jose. Steve Gottlieb, Tom McRann, Ray Muller,
Paul Clark, Dave Zouzounis, and Mike Schneider all participated with
MTA the highlite. It was a night game played under artificial light,
with a mild steady wind providing some beautiful MTA flights. All were
pleased that observed, but the players were especially happy with their
performance. The players were compensated for their service and are
becoming more professional with time.

Four of the Northern California Players set an official world re-
cord Frisbee Relay of 5.6 miles, to be entered in the Guiness Book of
World Records. It was long but not too strenuous as the guys took an
hour lunch break in between the San Francisco waterfront and the City
Hall. It was actually a promotional stunt to attract interest to the
area's Frisbee Jamboree Program. It had excellent media coverage by
two TV news stations in San Francisco with a great interview with Dave
Zouzounis "Frisbee Champ," who explained the purpose of the event.
The program means a lot to Dave, as he grew up in San Francisco and
always was a noted participant in school sports. The players also
instructed some of the city's senior citizens on how to play. The

event took place in the historic Embarcadero Plaza in San Francisco.
One older gentleman kept throwing his disc into a trash can about 20

yards away. All for S.O.S.S.
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Stork, Dr. 1., and Gary "still no nickname" Seubert blew their
socks off at a Capital Center demo in Washington, D.C. Highlights in-
cluded tricking off the plexiglass sidewalls and a fingers up behind
the back on a rising upside down (Poseidon) shot. The pro lacrosse
crowd really got into 60 yard rollers going around the back of the net
and coming back in the front. Dr. I. won the goal contest with a

smooth, normal curve.

Golden Gate Park on Saturday, May 17, was the scene of the annual
New Games Tournament in San Francisco. Amongst the activity was an

informal flying disc demonstration. The wind factor was far from
suitable for polished play, but that did not dampen the spirits of
numerous participants. There were at least 50 discs flying at the
same time. Wham—O donated a few cases of Frisbees for the event. The

Northern California regulars attended and were pleased to see such per-
sonalities as George Sappenfield and John Bird.

OHIO
THE AMERICAN FLYING DISC OPEN: To be held on Saturday, Aug. 2, and will
consist of 72 holes of disc golf. A special Ernie Wilkerson Fastback
Frisbee Distance event will be held for players missing the final cut.
AWARDS: Trophies will be awarded to the top ten finishers and merchan— -

dise awards will be given to the top twenty. Winner of the tournament
will be awarded a l0 speed racing bicycle and a Wham-O Pluto Platter.
2nd through 5th place finishers will also be awarded flying disc col-
lectors items along with their trophies and merchandise.

THE NATIONAL FLYING DISC FREESTYLE FOR PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIP: To be held
Sunday, August 3, in Rochester, N.Y.
AWARDS: Trophies will be awarded to the top three pairs, and the winning
pair will be the first to have their names inscribed on a special trophy
being developed that will aptly represent excellence in freestyle for
pairs competition. —- The trophy will be named after the pair that wins
this first of hopefully many freestyle for pairs championships.

Anyone interested in receiving complete details and entry forms for AFDO

weekend please send a self—addressed, stamped envelope to the Rochester
Frisbee Club, l72—A Susan Lane, Rochester, N.Y. 14616.

THE HOOTIN‘ HANKENANNY will be an invitational 3-man Guts Tournament
P ' . 0

scheduled to be held in Houghton, Michigan at the end of July e

l6 finishin Guts teams at IFT will be asked to send three reps
top 9
and there is a guaranteed total purse of not less than $lé000é For

additional details: 1. Finish in the t0P 15 at IFT and ' ee

"Jumbo Jon".

; Q
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Al did both the Octad shirts and Yes fans, Doug Corea (Canadian Ac7
bumper stickers for Flying Disc curacy Champion, Octad '753mstaqqe
World. Check his prices for any Champion) buys all his discs at the
tournament or club work you have Palmeris' Flying Disc and§Chess;H”
coming up. He will do original Shop. .For your own recreationallkr
art or work from your ink drawing. competitive needs call or Mriedigm
He can also do work on jackets or and John at 102 W. Commerdab?Sd.y
sweatshirts. East Rochester, N.Y. (71 »‘385{lb88

or 663-8790. ,fj Q7 ii
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IN COMING ISSUES. hi

_ Jim Morse and John Sappington on Competitive Freestyle I UP ,
IFT and Rochester results
Stork on tipping
Ultimate Wrap-Up and Preview
Tech. Report on the Frisbie Pie Tin
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